The development of new and better optimization and approximation methods for Job Shop Scheduling Problems (JSP) uses simulations to compare their performance. The test data required for this has an uncertain influence on the simulation results, because the feasable search space can be changed drastically by small variations of the initial problem model. Methods could benefit from this to varying degrees. This speaks in favor of defining standardized and reusable test data for JSP problem classes, which in turn requires a systematic describability of the test data in order to be able to compile problem adequate data sets.
Introduction
The focus of the research area that is Job Shop Scheduling, specifically the Job Shop Scheduling Problem (JSP), is on the search for an efficient sequence of orders to create a machine allocation plan [1, 2] . For the creation of a machine allocation plan, individual work orders of a fixed, limited-available quantity of production resources are temporally assigned, whereby different primary and secondary conditions are considered [3] . The JSP is characterized by an extreme variety of basic optimization methods and variants [1] .
To be able to demonstrate an improvement, an evaluative comparison is carried out against existing methods. To do this, an experiment design requires initial problems to be processed. The experiment design describes which optimization methods are used to process which production plans in which production environment. The production plan describes which product (job) is produced and in what quantity. For each product, there is a corresponding product model which consists of a set of interconnected work steps (tasks). Work steps, for example, can be sequential, parallel, cyclic, or branched. This complexity and the complexity of the product models is a determining factor for the complexity of the overall problem.
An assumption that has not yet been conclusively proven or refuted concerns the selection of the optimization procedure for a given problem. No statement can be made in advance as to which method is best suited for which concrete form of the production plan (initial situation) [4] . This is critical for the evaluation of (new) optimization methods of the JSP. Usually, new methods are examined and evaluated on the basis of test plans. But, if for the tests only product plans of a certain complexity and complication class have been used, then the performance findings only apply to these product classes. The relative quality of a method compared to other methods can be completely different with a different quantity of product plans (e.g., larger ones or ones with several parallel steps). Comparable evaluation results can therefore only be generated with the same initial data.
This problem would benefit from the definition and use of standardized and reusable test data for specific problem classes. One of the requirements for this is the possibility of systematically describing test data in order to compile problem adequate data sets.
The necessary processing and evaluation of large amounts of test data also leads JSP research to the discussion about Open Data. Many authors already refer to product models that have already been used by other authors [5] [6] [7] [8] . Nevertheless, there is still no common standard for a library of product models for testing JSP optimization methods. Many synergy effects [9] remain unused.
This paper deals with this issue and focuses on the need for standardization and systematization of test data for the JSP. The authors are of the opinion that non-uniform test models are used in recent JSP research. Even if product models require the same number of work steps and machines, they can describe fundamentally different starting scenarios due to different work step arrangements.
For this purpose it is first considered with which models the comparison tests are usually carried out (see Section 2) . This is done by analyzing literature on comparative tests of JSP optimization methods. Secondly, it is introduced how test models for the JSP can be distinguished from each other (see Section 3) . Here, a design oriented approach is used and a rudimentary key performance indicator system is developed. These two partial approaches form the basis for the derivation of problem points regarding test models for the JSP (see Section 4).
Use of Test Models when Comparing Optimization Methods
The study of what product models are used in comparative analys based on a literature analysis. For this purpose, the JSP is described in advance with its basic features, which are described in a literature review. In addition, an overview of existing collections of JSP test data is given. Finally, the actual literature review with its results are presented.
The Job-Shop Scheduling Problem
JSP are generalized Flow-shop scheduling problems, or machine occupancy problems, in flow production, which represent the scheduling problems in job shop production. In contrast to Flow-shop scheduling problems, the individual orders in JSP can find different ways through a job shop [3, 10] . The sequence of tasks in JSP can therefore-in contrast to flow show production-differ from order to order. However, the task order within an order is determined by the machine sequence [11] . The restriction that each machine can only process one operation of a product is not necessarily given [10] . With Open-shop scheduling problems, the machine sequence and the sequence of operations are not predefined in comparison to JSP [11] .
The JSP is defined as follows: A set of J from n jobs J = J j n j=1 is scheduled on a set M from
under consideration of a target criterion [12, 13] . Problem instances are primarily described in the form n × m, where n stands for the number of orders or jobs and m for the number of machines.
A job J j consists of steps, which are also called tasks or operations and must be processed in a fixed order on the assigned machines, independent of other jobs J j = T j1 , T j2 , . . . , T jm j [12] . Within the ideal JSP, each job is processed at most once per machine [12] . However, as is often the case with real processes, individual jobs may be processed several times on one machine in shop floor production. This often occurs in the production of semiconductors. If this is the case, then it is called recirculation [14] .
It is generally recognised that the complexity and flexibility of real production processes continues to increase. Especially from the point of view of industry 4.0, the framework conditions for the use of optimization methods [15] change. Thus it requires a break-up of the ideal-typical JSP by using generalizations. The approach of the JSP, which is relatively restrictive in its pure form, can then be better used in practice [12] .
Collections of JSP Test Data
About the last few decades, numerous works have been published, that deal with the topic sequence-planning in Job-shop production. Among them are the books of Muth and Thompson [16] , Baker [17] , Lenstra et al. [18] , Rinnooy Kan [19] , French [20] , and Conway et al. [21] , Dorndorf and Pesch [22] . Some of these works appeared again over the years, always in new editions. In a large number of further writings, numerous different optimization methods for certain types of production systems were mentioned in the job-shop production [23] .
With the scientific and meanwhile general availability of higher computing power, which was already used for operations research in the middle of the twentieth century [24] , research of JSP has also intensified. Early problems were relatively small due to the low computing power from today's point of view. For this reason, large models could not always be simulated promisingly. If optimization methods are compared on the basis of small problems, or if smaller models serve to illustrate the functionality of optimization methods, there are no decisive arguments for not using these models. However, if the performance of optimization methods is to be proven for larger problems, or if optimization methods are to be compared with each other, test data of corresponding size must also be available. In the case of comparisons that have been carried out, these test data were occasionally also used in the demonstration for complex questions (see Subsection 2.4).
Some of the models used were reused in a multitude of comparisons [25] . At times, certain test data were also regarded as particularly difficult to solve or even insoluble. The models published by Muth and Thompson [16] , Lawrence [26] , or Adams et al. [27] are mentioned here in particular.
There are several collections of problems for the JSP, bundled according to their authors. A collection is described by Beasley [28] . This is a library with test problems, which can be requested automatically by e-mail. These test problems are also accessible via the World Wide Web under http://people.brunel.ac.uk/~mastjjb/jeb/info.html [29] . Further websites which provide known problem instances are: The mentioned sources are collections of problem definitions, which were used differently in scientific presentations and comparisons (see Section 2.3). A common procedure for the selection of test models and the performance of presentations and comparisons of optimization methods could not be established. In principle, the source of the problem and the number of jobs and machines contained in it are available as selection criteria.
Design of Literature Analysis
An evaluating literature overview was applied as a scientific method for the critical examination of presentations and comparisons of optimization methods, which are coordinated with the sequence planning in job shop production. This is a method for the identification, evaluation, and analysis of scientific primary studies in order to pursue a research question [33] . The systematic review of the literature took place in three steps. At the beginning, the procedure was planned and the motivation of the implementation as well as the research question were considered. Subsequently, a preliminary search was carried out, in which the main focus was on the current state of research, on which further literature review was based. Based on this preliminary search, an examination period was determined, beginning with the year 1963 and justified by the publication "Probabilistic Learning Combinations of Local Job-Shop Scheduling Rules" of Fisher and Thompson [34] in "Industrial Scheduling" of Muth and Thompson [16] , a work worth mentioning about the Job-shop scheduling over several decades [1] . In order to not exclude newest developments from the review, but to nevertheless ensure a period of possible scientific discussion with publications, the year 2017 was chosen as the end of the review period.
The sources of the analysed literature include JSTOR, Taylor & Francis Online, the databases listed under EBSCOhost, Elsevier, and the Digital Library of the Association for Computer Machinery (ACM). The mentioned sources were used and found with the central search terms 'Job Shop' and 'Scheduling'. The search results were limited by the keywords 'comparison', 'algorithm', and 'method'. In order to reduce unwanted exclusions from scientific work in the search, individual search terms were also used in abbreviated variants.
After a pre-selection, the scientific papers were checked for their relevance. In addition to the title, the abstract of the work was also examined and it was examined whether the corresponding work included comparisons of algorithms or a description of an optimization method on the basis of test data. If one of the two further selection criteria was then fulfilled, the work was further examined.
Description of the Work Examined
Below is a presentation of scientific papers on the presentation and comparison of optimization methods for sequencing that have been performed using models for the Job-shop scheduling. This also includes papers which often contain reused problems. These are among others the works of Giffler et al. [35] , Fisher and Thompson [34] , Muth and Thompson [16] , Adams et al. [27] , Applegate and Cook [6] , Nakano and Yamada [7] , Taillard [36] , Bierwirth [37] , Nowicki and Smutnicki [38] , Vázquez and Whitley [39] , Bratley et al. [40] , Applegate and Cook [6] , and Taillard [36] .
At this point it should be noted that the problems referenced in the literature as Muth and Thompson [16] are the tasks of Giffler et al. [35] and/or Fisher and Thompson [34] . The models are quoted with the surnames of the editors of the book "Industrial Scheduling", i.e., Muth and Thompson [16] .
The scientific papers are each examined with regard to the test models used. For each paper, corresponding synopses have been created (e.g., Tables 1 and 2 ). Brucker et al. [41] describe in their work a developed algorithm to solve the known problem of the size 10 × 10 from the work of Muth and Thompson [16] on a workstation in 16 minutes. It is stated that the algorithm-if used as a heuristic-is superior to the results of Adams et al. [27] in optimizing sequence problems up to a size of 10 × 10. Brucker et al. [41] present the details of their optimization method in detail and outline the basic idea of the Branch-and Bound method. The calculated results of 45 problems of different sizes are presented. The problems include between five and 15 machines and between 10 and 30 jobs. Three of these problems come from "Industrial Scheduling" by Muth and Thompson [16] and 42 were created by Adams et al. [27] . Nowicki and Smutnicki [38] present in "A Fast Taboo Search Algorithm for the Job Shop Problem" a taboo search algorithm, which pursues the goal to find the minimum lead time in workshop production. It was tested on a PC with up to 10 000 operations and solved a 10 × 10 serious problem in less than 30 seconds [38] . Therefore the algorithm TSAB was implemented in Pascal and C on an AT 386DX PC. It was then tested against the following problems. Three problems of Fisher and Thompson [34] , abbreviated: FS1, FS2, FS3, with the sizes 6 × 6, 10 × 10 and 5 × 20 [34] as well as two problems with the size 10 × 10 of Adams et al. [27] . Furthermore, tests were performed on 40 problems with eight different sizes (10 × 10, 10 × 15, 10 × 20, 10 × 30, 5 × 10, 5 × 15, 5 × 20, 50 × 15) by Lawrence [26] . [26] was performed. Also 80 problems of Taillard [36] [38] .
A look at the test data used shows that there is a certain interval in which the sizes of the problems move (see Table 3 ): 4 to 20 machines with 10 to 20 jobs. A quasi-standard for regularly occurring n × m patterns is not recognizable. In addition, the articles do not contain any information on the structure of the jobs. This makes it unclear, for example, whether the work steps are sequentially arranged or whether there are parallel sections. Thus there is a lack of relevant information to determine the complexity of the initial problem and to compare it with other papers or initial situations. 
Concepts for Differentiation and Systematization of Test Data
It can be shown for JSP articles that there is usually no detailed information about the test data. The following sections explain how product models can be structurally described using characteristic values. Therefore the JSP is first described as a graph (see Section 3.1). Then topologies in general (see Section 3.2) and in particular JSP-context are explained (see Section 3.3), in order to make structures of product models visible and to make the associated problem complexity (see Section 3.4) comprehensible. These structures are quantified with the help of indicators of social network analysis (see Sections 3.5 and 3.6).
Structural Representation of Jobs and Tasks
The graph theory found its origin in the 18th century with Leonard Euler, as a branch of discrete mathematics [63] . The graph theory represents a decisive cornerstone for network analysis [64] . With the help of graph theory, objects and the relationships of objects to each other can be seen. A priori no exact definitions of the objects and the meaning of their relation to each other have to be made [63] .
A graph contains nodes which are connected by directed or undirected edges (see Figure 1 ) [64] . Directed edges create a connection between nodes that points only in one direction [63] .
There are several application areas for graphs. Thus they can be used outside of problem solving or mapping networks [64] . In the context of JSP, it can be applied by interpreting tasks as nodes. Predecessor and successor relationships of tasks are represented as directed edges.
Edges can connect two nodes on the one hand, but can also loop back to the same node on the other. Two nodes can also be connected to each other by several edges. This phenomenon is called multiple edges and is contained in a multigraph. If a graph has one of these features, it is no longer called a simple graph [63, 65] .
Graphs can be displayed in the form of diagrams or as matrices or lists [66] . However, diagrams can be used to show optically logical relationships in a clearer way. Matrices such as adjacency and incidence matrices can be used for the formal representation of networks. It should be noted that the modified representation does not communicate additional information, but that the representation of a graph as a matrix can be more suitable for further processing of the information [67, 68] . The relationship between edges and nodes is called adjacency [69] . Adjacency matrices represent the interconnected nodes in the form of a n × n matrix, whre n is the number of nodes (see Figure 2) . 
Topology
The relational position of objects to each other is described with topologies. As different as the positional relationships between objects can be, so extensive is the possibility of representation through topological patterns. In product models, the topology reflects the logical processing sequence of tasks.
The basic patterns of this network structure include the lines-, ring-, tree-, star-, and bus-topology, as well as the meshing and the full meshing [70] .
In the tree topology, there is only one path between two nodes of the net. All edges-over any other nodes-lead together to a single point. The ring topology reflects a form of connection in which each element has a predecessor and a successor [71] . In the bus topology there is an edge to which all elements of the network are connected. The line topology has a start node and an end node. All elements between these two nodes have exactly one pre-and one successor. If an element exists at which all other elements are connected directly, i.e., directly, it is called a star topology [71] . The tree topology is already a hybrid topology, since it is structured like a star topology, but further nodes connect to those nodes in level 1 [70, 72] . If elements of a network are connected several times by further elements, it is a meshing. If there is a direct connection between every single element, it is a full meshing [70] . Other basic patterns can be derived from the topologies mentioned, most of which are based on the tree topology.
Topologies can also occur in the form of a grid or hypercube [72] . Another example would be the cell topology, which is mainly used in wireless networks [73] .
Product Model Topologies
Since models, that are intended to represent the product manufacturing process, can be regarded as a directed graph, basic patterns can also be identified and quantified here (see Table 4 ): 
Sequence:
A linear sequence of tasks in which a maximum of one predecessor and one successor exists for a node.
Splitting:
A completed task is followed up on by multiple other tasks. Parallelism: The coexistence of several simultaneous tasks, between an expanding and a merging tasks.
Merge:
The convergence of several tasks into one subsequent task.
Cycle:
One or more tasks may be performed repeatedly. Optionality: The existence of several, selectable successors of a task. This pattern corresponds to a logical OR operator.
If the basic patterns just introduced are combined with themselves or with each other, a multitude of new patterns can result (see Table 5 ): Table 5 . Extension of the basic topological patterns. 
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Linear:
A linear production process can be represented by stringing together several sequences.
Parallel:
A process is split into two linear processes and reunited in a later work step. Multiple Parallel:
The splitting of a process can also take place in more than two sub-sequences, which are merged again at a later point in time. The maximum number of sub-sequences running in parallel depends on the sum of the total number of tasks.
Ring:
If each task has exactly one predecessor and one successor, a sequential cycle is created that forms a ring.
Tree (splitting):
If the production process is split up after each work step, i.e., the number of tasks increases after each node, this model reflects an initial task with several end products.
Tree (merging):
This results in several initial tasks through a continuous combination of the production process, i.e., a reduction in the number of parallel sub-sequences, ultimately in a single final product.
Cycle:
Recurring tasks can also be present in every pattern presented so far. For example, in a linear sequence of tasks, one or more tasks may have to be performed repeatedly. There may also be additional tasks in a cycle (see Figure 3) .
Option:
If not every task has to be performed for a product model, then the model contains options. Thus, in a split where at least one subsequent task is optional, parallelism does not have to follow. 
Complexity of Product Models
Although product models have different topologies, they are serialized in a machine allocation plan as part of a specific scheduling process. This means that there is a binding sequence in which the individual tasks are assigned to a specific time slot on a specific machine.
For products that are created from several tasks running in parallel, first a decision must be made to resolve this parallelism. If, for example, there are two parallel preparatory operations A and B, whose output is then processed by task C to produce a final result, the actual start may begin with either A or B. Depending on resource requirements and other jobs, even those two options can lead to radical changes in the optimization result.
If each work step has two predecessors (that is, seven instead of three work steps in total), the number of valid serializations increases from two to 80 variants (see Table 6 ). If one more production stage is added, there are already more than 21 million possible combinations, which are caused by only one product of a plan. If, on the other hand, only linear product models are used, there is always only one valid sequence for each product size (seet Table 7 ). With this extreme simplification, however, they do not cover the real variety of product models. Table 6 . Valid sequences derived from a product topology (tree).
Elements 7 Elements 15 Elements
Topology If only the number of tasks a job consists of is specified for test data, this is not a clear statement of the actual complexity of the problem (see Table 6 ). With the flow shop scheduling problem, the problem complexity of individual product models is low. If only sequential task sequences can be assumed, there is only one valid serialization variant for each product model (see Table 7 ). While the structure of the product models primarily determines the dependencies between individual work steps, the dominance of individual work steps is determined by their processing time. Short work steps are more likely to find a gap in machine schedules. The probability that allocation conflicts will occur on a machine increases with the length of a work step. However, the absolute amount of time is irrelevant. Whether a work step must be regarded as long or short can be determined relatively and only by comparing it with the times of the tasks in other product models.
Minimum and maximum time limits are also specified. Sometimes there are products which have to cool down, dry or mature after one work step. In this case, a certain waiting time must elapse before the next work step can be carried out on the product (minimum waiting time). There are also working steps after which the product may only wait a certain period of time before it can be further processed, e.g., before it unintentionally hardens, contaminates or disintegrates (maximum waiting time).
In the overall view, there are further factors influencing the complexity of the JSP. These include the production plan, which compiles a set of product models and production quantities. On the other hand, it also includes the constraints specified by the production system itself: The number of machines, the capacity of the individual machines, the number of personnel, and the setup times required to prepare a machine for the next work order. However, the definition of these influencing factors is independent of the product models. In practice, however, it is a thoroughly relevant question which modifications to these constraints can most favour a fixed sequence of tasks in execution. These constraints also include the option that a work step can be executed on alternative machine types. The efficiency of the machining process can vary depending on the machine.
All these time specifications and constraints have no influence on the size of the solution space (problem complexity), but on the occurrence of capacity bottlenecks in the concrete task planning in a machine scheduling plan. The solution space is only defined by the number of orders and their number of work steps, product model structure and machine assignment. In order to be able to distinguish basic production types from each other, only the structure of product models is considered at first.
Metrics of Social Network Analysis
Social Network Analysis (SNA) is applied in divergent domains, both scientific and practical. The method can be applied interdisciplinarily and is useful for the analysis of networks of different types [74] .
If actors are connected through relationships, they form a network which can be examined with the help of social network analysis. It is not necessary for the actors of a network to be individuals [75] . Likewise, an analysis of other related objects can also be performed, e.g., tasks within a product model.
Data about actors in a network can be displayed in tabular form, as a series of rows, with the corresponding properties in the columns. They can also be arranged in a matrix, in which the rows represent senders and the columns receivers of information. Thus, each cell always contains information about the relationship between two actors in the network [76] .
In the following, metrics of the SNA are described, which are used for the analysis of product models. In this context, product models are regarded as networks. Tasks are represented by nodes. Predecessor/successor relationships between tasks are represented by directed edges.
Mean degree:
Also called average degree, is a measure that reflects the interconnection of all nodes of a network by using the arithmetic mean. Here not only directionally connected nodes but all adjacent nodes are considered. The mean weighted degree differs from the mean degree: Its calculation only considers directed, connected nodes and not adjacents [77] :
The mean degree k is determined by the average of the degrees of the edges k, which is adjacent to the sum N of the nodes. This corresponds to dividing the double of the edge sum L by the sum of nodes N. Network diameter: The network diameter describes the minimum number of edges between the most distant nodes in a network [78] . The network diameter can be determined with a breadth search for larger networks. This is an algorithm which is called the "breadth-first search algorithm" [79] .
Edge density:
This is the ratio between the number of existing edges and the number of potentially possible directed or undirected edges in the network. The value is between 0 and 1 [80] . The edge density D can be represented by a division of the connections present in the network and the connections possible in the network (see formula 2):
Here m denotes the number of edges and N the number of nodes in the network.
Modularity:
It describes the simplicity of breaking down a network into individual cliques. A high degree of modularity reflects the highly complex structure of the network [81] :
The modularity Q is determined by the decomposition of the network into m cliques, the number of L edges, the number of l s edges between nodes of the s-th clique and the sum of d s degrees of nodes of the s-th clique [81] .
Strongly Connected Component:
In a network, a strongly connected component is a group of nodes in which all nodes are directly or indirectly connected to each other. The length of the paths is not decisive here. In contrast to strongly connected components, the direction is not considered for weakly connected components [82] 
Mean path length:
This is the arithmetic mean of the minimum length of all paths between points in a network [83] :
where the mean path length d is described by the formation of the arithmetic mean of the minimum distance d between each two nodes i and j of all nodes N of a network [79] .
Quantitative Systematization through Metrics
Topological features and metrics of the SNA are used to establish further quantitative distinctiveness of product models. This allows product models to be assigned to classes, which enables them to be sorted, compared and grouped. On the other hand, the differences or similarity between two product models can be precisely quantified using the metrics of the SNA.
To illustrate this connection, the SNA metrics are applied to extended basic topological forms and compared in tabular form (see Table 8 ). With almost the same number of tasks, there are some extreme differences in the SNA results. But even smaller differences are sufficient to recognize and prove topological differences.
The value of Weakly Connected Components must be 1 in product models. Otherwise it means that there are several separate submodels. Strongly Connected Components, on the other hand, provide feedback on how many different cycles are present in the model. The smaller this value is, the larger are the existing cycles. The maximum number of components corresponds to the existing number of nodes. This implies that there are no built-in feedback loops in the product plans. If the Average Weighted Degree is greater than or equal to 1, this means that parallel or cyclic subprocesses exist. Consistently linear or tree-like structures always have a value below 1, because only a minimal number of edges are used to connect all nodes to each other. A high Network Diameter is an indication for long partial sequences in the model. The value for the Average Path Lenght increases with the Network Diameter. This increase is accelerated by existing cycles.
It should be noted that some special features of structures cannot be derived from the SNA metrics. The metrics do not differ from each other if the models to be compared have the topology of a tree running apart and a tree running together. In order to be able to distinguish these structures from each other, the models must be examined for basic topological forms. With the exception of the differentiation of tree structures, all topological patterns can be distinguished from each other by the combination of SNA indicators (see Table 9 ). This is only true for models of the same size. If now two models are compared, an absolute evaluation of structural properties can be made on the basis of the pure metrics (e.g., as for the models in Table 8 ). Or a relative differentiation can be determined whether, for example, the second model is more similar to another topological basic pattern compared to the first model. In the context of JSP, concrete statements can be made as to which real production scenario these product models can be assigned to (e.g., flow production, recycling, distributed production, variant production, product improvement).
A further problem is that the metric values change with increasing number of nodes but constant topological basic form (see Figures 4-6 ). Inferences to a concrete topology on the basis of these indicators are therefore not trivial. It becomes even more difficult or impossible if a product model combines several basic topological forms and is analysed as a complete model. However, this does not diminish the purpose to prove the difference of two product models. 
Linear Avg. Wgt. Degree These metrics can bring benefits if test data is generated in large quantities by random generators. By simultaneously calculating the corresponding metrics, they can be used to form similarity measures for the generated test data. A subsequent cluster analysis makes it possible to recognize patterns in the models' composition [84] . The composition of the models can be checked for equal distribution by means of the metrics.
Obstacles Identified in Method Comparisons Carried Out
The following is a summary of the problems identified in relation to the test data used. The analysis of these scientific articles, in which, besides pure presentations of optimization methods, comparisons of optimization methods were also accomplished, showed that not only the procedure of comparisons, but also the representation of the results differs strongly from each other.
The form and scope of the presentation and treatment of comparative data used are also not of a homogeneous nature (see Section 2). This on one hand affects on the descriptiveness of the accomplished presentations and comparisons, but on the other hand, the results become less comparable by the different use of models and their description. That a differentiated consideration and description of product models is not only possible but also necessary could be shown on the basis of some characteristic numbers (see Section 3). The following problems can be identified in this entire situation:
• Non-comparability of the search space implicitly predefined by the test data sets (complexity, location of good solutions). • Missing benchmark due to unknown optimal solution for a test scenario.
Those problem areas will be explained in more detail later on. If comparisons were to be carried out on a ready-made or standardized collection of product models, many of the mentioned disadvantages could be minimized. The lack of standardized test models gives rise to a lack of commitment, systematization and availability.
Non-Comparability
If several benchmarks of methods for JSP are accomplished on the basis of different test data sets, then the results are not directly comparable with each other. The results of the comparisons produced cannot be objectively compared if the characteristics of the models used are not communicated. Advantageous or restrictive influencing of variables for particular optimization methods can already influence the result positively or negatively in the form of number, sequence, or length of the occurrence of tasks in models. If problems of the same size exist, it cannot be determined immediately which of these problems is considered the most severe for an optimization method and so the selection decision has a strongly subjective character [36] . Of course, the size and complexity of models, as well as the type of algorithms compared in the comparisons, has a decisive influence, since, for example, genetic algorithms are more promising in heavier or more complex problem classes than calculating methods.
Incompleteness
Sometimes, it can come to the fact that just such models, which show characteristic values classified as restricting influencing variables for a certain procedure, are not considered within method comparisons. Reasons for a purposeful exclusion can be the missing coverage of certain problem definitions of the optimization procedure, or of the main feature of the optimization method, which is the center of the consideration.
If the non-consideration of certain test cases would be arguable under such conditions, there is nevertheless the difficulty of comparing method comparisons, to find out wether they use only a few identical model sets. This problem can increase with the number of comparisons, because the intersection of all comparisons can decrease. The non-cosideration of particular test data sets my give researchers the impression that the experiment design is incomplete.
Non-Differentiability
If models cannot be differentiated from one another on the basis of objective variables or distinguishing features, it will lead to a lack of differentiability. In this case, the difference cannot be quantified at all. Possible consequences of different models can then no longer be assumed.
Modeling Effort
If no suitable models are available for a research project, if there is unawareness about their existence, or if no selection is possible due to a lack of description, it is necessary to define the required test data sets oneself. The definition of test problems requires a lot of time, which includes the conception as well as the modelling of the test data.
Random number generators are often used to generate test data [36, 38, 53, 55] . Bratley et al. [85] propose in "A Guide to Simulation" a random number generator, which for example Taillard [36] uses to generate random numbers, that are used for the problem instances suggested by himself.
For the useful modelling of test data, which can be used for sequence planning in production planning and control, it must be ensured that the model does not deviate from reality in decisive features [86] .
Illustrativeness
Test data are represented abstractly as models of reality, since from the view of the optimization procedures there is no necessity to establish a reference to an existing manufacturing process. In order to exactly depict the actual production of products, considerable information procurement costs and a higher effort in the calculation of results arise which are not usual in scientific practice for economic reasons [86] .
However, practice-oriented examples and their visual representation can improve the clarity of result communication, i.e., also of advertising on one's own behalf. For a test data set, a practical illustration can serve as proof that the test data are capable of mapping realistic scenarios.
Inconsistent Representation
There are differences in the way problems are described. Fisher and Thompson [34] describe problems in the form 'Jobs' × 'Machines' × 'Tasks'. Fang et al. [50] use the following representation: 'Jobs' × 'Machines'. Already, the existence of an inconsistency is shown in the description of the problems concerning the mentioned components. A uniform naming regarding the composition of individual jobs regarding the contained tasks could not be observed in the investigated comparisons of optimization methods.
Furthermore, there are differences in the description of the Job-shop problem. Taillard [36] uses a representation form for his problems that deviates from the standard specification for Job-shop problems [87] . By using these two forms of representation, the similarity of two test scenarios cannot always be recognized immediately at first glance, even if two exactly identical product models are used.
Missing Scale
Often, the test data used to compare optimization methods is generated randomly or manually [38] .
Here, it is noted that in the examined articles results of preceding research activities were often used as reference point for comparisons. These results are often based on relatively smaller problems of [16, 26, 27, 34] under the aspect of today's available computing power.
The particular procedures should find optimal or good approximation solutions for the problem cases within the scope of simulations on computers. For smaller and lighter models, which are often used, optimal solutions are usually known, against which the methods can be measured. The situation is different for larger and heavier models, where the optimal solutions may not be available. In these cases, a comparison of the methods can only take place on the basis of solutions which approximate an unknown optimal solution. Thus, these comparisons always remain relative to each other. The time difference in calculation time can be marginal or may be particularly serious when comparing two methods, not allowing a clear statement to be made, considering the solution's quality. The efficiency of procedures can be assessed more reliably by the presence and comparison of an optimal solution as a benchmark.
Discussion and Conclusions
Every JSP researcher is faced with the question of what the test data for his JSP simulation should look like. Objective requirements can be set that are easy to implement and scientifically sound. If the optimization algorithm is at the research's forefront, there is no reason to derivate from the proven or randomly generated test data for simulation. However, the question arises as to whether the randomness is really sufficiently random for this test context. The context may have to be extremely narrowed down, because even small changes in a set of random data that is supposedly generated in the same way can have extreme effects on the quality of the simulation results. To prevent the test data from being compared with each other, when it should be the optimization methods, standardized test data are advantageous. However, these must be generated transparently and in two ways. On one hand, the characteristics of the test data must be known. It must be comprehensible why which design decisions and compilations were made for which application context. In addition, it must be clear how the selection process for these test data took place. This is because the selection must not favour any actor in order to not distort scientific and economic competition for efficient procedures.
There is no ideal solution for the form in which the product models should be designed. A seemingly good solution has no value if it is not used by the JSP research community. On the other hand, even minimal or poor solutions offer great added value, because the scientific connectivity of research results is enhanced by standards for test data. The evaluation of a solution for the editing of test data can therefore only be carried out by the JSP reseach community on the basis of consensus. This contribution is intended to sensitize and inspire.
It is not only the Operations Research (OR) researchers who are interested in JSP test data sets. Software developers need test data to verify their implementation and to check runtime behavior. Software vendors need comprehensible test scenarios for product presentation. Consultants for the introduction of JSP software need vendor-independent test data that corresponds to the typical orders of the company to be advised. Illustrative test data is required for JSP and OR education and training. Developers of production systems need test data to simulate the effects of alternative investment scenarios (number and type of machines). Lastly, even an operational dispatcher can need test data to reach the limits of the feasibility of concrete daily schedules. All these actors create their own test data and each is at risk of misconfiguration. There is no sustainable reason not to develop common test data strategy and management.
The general discussion about Open Access for test data is ongoing [9, [88] [89] [90] and also concerns JSP research. The mere availability of individual product models or entire test plans is only one step in this direction. The next step is a standardized, systematic representation, combinability, and selection of those test data. Another step is the agreement on certain test data, which are to be used a as standard for certain test series, problems, and research goals. This is the only way to give the users of these test data a binding basis on which to orient themselves and make the right choice for their respective research questions. Building on this, procedure models can then be developed for standardized testing of the performance of JSP methods and their documentation. 
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